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Abstract. The classical Besicovitch-Federer projection theorem implies that the d-dimensional
Hausdorff measure of a set in Euclidean space with non-negligible d-unrectifiable part will strictly
decrease under orthogonal projection onto almost every d-dimensional linear subspace. In fact,
there exist maps which are arbitrarily close to the identity in the C0 topology which have the
same property. A converse holds as well, yielding the following rectifiability criterion: under mild
assumptions, a set is rectifiable if and only if its Hausdorff measure is lower semi-continuous under
bounded Lipschitz perturbations.
1. Introduction
Rectifiable sets are the higher-dimensional analogs of rectifiable curves, and play a deep role in
geometric measure theory and the calculus of variations. A set E Ă Rn is m-rectifiable if there exists
a sequence of Lipschitz maps fi : R
m Ñ Rn such that the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure Hm of
the set Ez Yi fipR
mq is zero. An m-rectifiable set E P Rn has a well-defined m-dimensional tangent
plane Hm almost everywhere. With an appropriate notion of orientation and multiplicity, rectifiable
sets sets can be integrated against differential forms, and these (integer) rectifiable currents satisfy
a powerful compactness theorem [FF60].
Rectifiable sets also arise naturally in the study of densities of measures. Let s be a non-negative
real number. The s-density of a Radon measure µ on Rn at a point p P Rn is defined to be the
quantity Θspµ, pq “ limrÑ0 µpBpp, rqq{p2rq
s, where Bpp, rq denotes the ball of radius r about p. If
Θspµ, pq exists, and is positive and finite for µ almost all p P Rn, then s is an integer [Mar64], and
moreover µ ăă Hs, and µpRnzEq “ 0 for some s-rectifiable Borel set E Ă Rn [Pre87]. Conversely,
if µ is the measure B ÞÑ HmpE X Bq for some m-rectifiable Borel set E with HmpEq ă 8, then
Θmpµ, pq “ 1 for µ almost every p P Rn.
Lastly, an Hm measurable set E with HmpEq ă 8 is m-rectifiable if and only if for every Hm
measurable subset A of E with HmpAq ą 0, the set of linear m-planes K for which the orthogonal
projection of A onto K is an Hm null set, is itself null in the usual measure on the Grassmannian of
linear m-planes in Rn. This is the Besicovitch-Federer projection theorem. Roughly speaking, the
m-rectifiable sets are those which almost always cast an m-dimensional shadow.
Such characterizations of rectifiability are exceedingly useful. Preiss’s theorem [Pre87] is a central
tool in proving regularity of solutions to variational problems; the rectifiability of weak limits of
approximate solutions can be recast in terms of the often more tractable problem of computing
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densities (e.g. [HP16b].) However, there are situations in which densities cannot be computed directly
via monotonicity formulae, such as in the case of non-isotropic integrands (e.g. [Alm68], [HP16a],)
and it is more useful to have a variational approach.
The main theorem of this paper, Theorem 3, is a variatonal characterization of rectifiability: under
mild assumptions, a set is rectifiable if and only if its Hausdorff measure is lower semi-continuous
under bounded Lipschitz perturbations.
Theorem 3 is closely related to Almgren’s analytic criterion for rectifiability of quasiminimal sets
[Alm68] 3.2(c): We assume less about the set E, however (namely that it is semi-regular, whereas
Almgren assumes that E has certain bounds on its upper density which are related to its quasimin-
imality constant.) However, we have no doubt that Almgren would have been aware of this result,
because it is a straightforward application of Theorem 1, a version of which is stated without proof
in [Alm68] 2.9(b). An alternative proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [Feu08].
We shall prove Theorem 3 using a modification of the classical Federer-Fleming projection theorem
in which a set E with HmpEq ă 8 can be pushed onto an arbitrarily small m-dimensional grid
without increasing the Hausdorff measure of E by more than a bounded amount. We modify this
construction using the Besicovitch-Federer projection theorem so that in addition, a given purely
m-unrectifiable1 subset of E is sent to a Hm null set.
2. Main Result
Notation and terminology will follow [Mat99].
Theorem 1. Suppose M is a riemannian manifold of dimension n and that E Ă M is Hm mea-
surable with HmpEq ă 8 and Hm`1pE¯q “ 0, where m is an integer between 0 and n. Suppose
U Ă E is Hm measurable and purely m-unrectifiable. For each ǫ ą 0 there exists a Lipschitz map
ψǫ :M ÑM which can be uniformly approximated by diffeomorphisms of M in the isotopy class of
the identity, such that
(a) }ψǫ ´ Id}0 ă ǫ;
(b) ψǫ ” Id away from an ǫ-neighborhood of U ;
(c) HmpψǫpEzUqq ă H
mpEzUq ` ǫ; and
(d) HmpψǫpUqq ă ǫ.
In particular, if ǫ ą 0 is chosen small enough so that ǫ ă HmpUq{4, then
H
mpψǫpEqq ă H
mpEq ´HmpUq{2.
If E is semi-regular2, then ψǫ can be chosen so that its Lipschitz constant is bounded independently
of ǫ. A partial converse to Theorem 1 is the following:
1A set is purely m-unrectifiable if its intersection with every m-rectifiable set is Hm null.
2See [DS00] Definition 3.29. A closed subset E of Rn is semi-regular of dimension m if there exists C ă 8 such that
for each x P Rn and each 0 ă r ď R the set EXBpx,Rq can be covered by Cr´mRm balls of radius r. Ahlfors regular
sets are semi-regular.
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Theorem 2. Suppose M is a riemannian manifold of dimension n and that E Ă M is Hm mea-
surable with HmpEq ă 8. Suppose η ą 0 and that there exists a sequence of Lipschitz maps
pψi :M ÑMqiPN whose Lipschitz constants have an upper bound, such that }ψi ´ Id}0 Ñ 0 and
H
mpψipEqq ă H
mpEq ´ η
for all i P N. Then E is not m-rectifiable.
It is straightforward to check that the assumption on the Lipschitz constants of the maps ψi is
necessary. Combining Theorems 1 and 2,
Theorem 3. If E ĂM is closed and semi-regular with HmpEq ă 8, then E is m-rectifiable if and
only if for every sequence of Lipschitz maps pψi :M ÑMqiPN such that }ψi ´ Id}0 Ñ 0 and whose
Lipschitz constants have an upper bound, it holds that lim infHmpψipEqq ě H
mpEq.
Theorem 1 will follow from Lemma 4, which is a generalization of [HP16a] Lemma 3.03, which is
itself a perturbation of [DS00] Proposition 3.1, a version of the classical Federer-Fleming projection
theorem [FF60] 5.5. Note that a version of Lemma 4 is stated without proof in [Alm68] (2.9 (b1.))
Given a (closed) n-cube Q Ă Rn, a set S Ă Q and j ě 0, let ∆jpQ,Sq denote the collection of n-cubes
in the j-th dyadic subdivision of Q which intersect S non-trivially. For 0 ď d ď n let ∆j,dpQ,Sq
denote the collection of the d-dimensional faces of the n-cubes in ∆jpQ,Sq and let Sj,dpQ,Sq Ă Q
denote the union of these faces.
Lemma 4. Suppose that E Ă Rn satisfies Hm`1pE¯q “ 0, that W Ă E is Hm measurable, purely
m-unrectifiable, HmpW q ă 8, and W¯ Ă 8S, and that R Ă E satisfies HmpRq ă 8. For 0 ď j ă 8
large enough, there exists a Lipschitz map φ : Rn Ñ Rn with the following properties:
(a) φ can be uniformly approximated by diffeomorphisms which fix RnzSj,npQ,Sq;
(b) φ “ Id on RnzSj,npQ,Sq;
(c) φpE X Sj,npQ,Sqq Ă Sj,mpQ,Sq Y BSj,npQ,Sq;
(d) φpT q Ă T for each T P ∆jpQ,Sq;
(e) HmpφpW qq “ 0; and
(f) HmpφpR X T qq ď CHmpRX T q for all T P ∆jpQ,Sq, where C depends only on n;
(g) If E is semi-regular, then the Lipschitz constant of φ depends only on n and the semi-
regularity constant of E.
The case that S “ Q and R “ E “ E¯ is Lemma [HP16a] Lemma 3.033. For S Ĺ Q, the map φ is
modified so that its constituant projections occur only within the d-cubes in ∆j,dpQ,Qq which have
non-trivial intersection with the interior of Sj,npQ,Sq, for m ă d ď n. The general case that the
inclusions R Ă E Ă E¯ are possibly strict follows from the observation that in [DS00] Lemma 3.22,
the set F need not be closed. The projection points are chosen so that the measure of the image of
RX T , instead of E X T , is controlled.
3The proof of Lemma 3.03 differs from that of [DS00] Proposition 3.1 in that the usual radial projections involved in
the construction of the map are approximated by ambient diffeomorphisms, by which unrectifiability ofW is preserved,
after which nearly orthogonal projections onto Sj,mpQ,Qq are selected via the Besicovitch-Federer projection theorem
and preformed, whereby the unrectifiable part vanishes.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Using charts, the general case will follow from the case M “ Rn. By [Mat99]
Theorem 6.2, we may assume without loss of generality that Θ˚mpEzU, xq “ 0 and 2´m ď Θ˚mpU, xq ď
1 for all x P U . Thus for each δ ą 0 and x P U there exists a sequence ri Ñ 0 such that
H
mppEzUq XBpx, riqq ă δr
m
i
and
rmi {2H
mpU XBpx, riqq ď 2
m`1rmi .
By [Mat99] Theorem 2.8 there exist a finite set of points tx1, . . . , xN u Ă U and radii tr1, . . . , rNu Ă
R
` such that the balls Bpxk, rkq are pairwise disjoint,
(1) HmpUz YNk“1 Bpxk, rkqq ă δ,
and the inequalities
(2) HmppEzUq XBpxk, rkqq ă δr
m
k ,
and
(3) rmk {2 ă H
mpU XBpxk, rkqq
hold for each k P t1, . . . , Nu. By (2) and (3),
(4)
Nÿ
k“1
H
mppEzUq XBpxk, rkqq ă 2δH
mpEq.
By outer regularity, there exists η ą 0 such that the balls Bpxk, rk ` ηq remain pairwise disjoint,
and such that
(5)
Nÿ
k“1
H
mpE XBpxk, rk ` ηqzBpxk, rkqq ă δ.
Now we apply Lemma 4: Let Q Ă Rn be a cube large enough so that Q Ą YNk“1Bpxk, rk` ηq and let
S “ YNk“1Bpxk, rk ` η{2q. Let W “ U X
`
YNk“1Bpxk, rkq
˘
and let R “ EzW . Produce from Lemma
4 the map φ for j large enough so that
(6) Sj,npQ,Sq Ă Y
N
k“1Bpxk, rk ` ηq
and
(7) 2´jdiampQq ă ǫ.
Let ψǫ be this map φ. It follows from (7) that }ψǫ ´ Id}0 ă ǫ. Moreover by (1) and Lemma 4 (b),
(e), and (f),
H
mpψǫpUqq ď H
mpUzSj,npQ,Sqq `H
mpψǫpW qq `H
mpψǫpU X Sj,npQ,Sqz Y
N
k“1 Bpxk, rkqqq
ď δ ` 0` CHmpR X Sj,npQ,Sqq.
By (6), (4) and (5),
(8)
H
mpRXSj,npQ,Sqq ď
Nÿ
k“1
H
mppEzUqXBpxk, rkqq`H
mpEXBpxk , rk`ηqzBpxk, rkqq ă 2δH
mpEq`δ,
thus
H
mpψǫpUqq ă δp1 ` 2CH
mpEq ` Cq.
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Likewise, by (8) and Lemma 4 (b) and (f),
H
mpψǫpEzUqq ď H
mpEzUzSj,npQ,Sqq `H
mpψǫpR X Sj,npQ,Sqqq
ď HmpEzUq ` CHmpR X Sj,npQ,Sqq
ă HmpEzUq ` δp2CHmpEq ` Cq.
The result follows by setting δ “ ǫ{p1` 2CHmpEq ` Cq. 
proof of Theorem 2. Again we may assume M “ Rn by working in charts. Suppose E is m-
rectifiable. By [Mat99] Theorem 15.21 and outer regularity, we may assume without loss of generality
that E is contained in a finite family of compact embedded m-dimensional C1 submanifolds with
boundary M1, . . . ,MN of M , such that H
mpYMjzEq ă ǫ, for any ǫ ą 0.
Since the Lipschitz constants of the maps ψi have an upper bound, we may assume further without
loss of generality that in fact E “ YMj. The result follows from lower semicontinuity of Hausdorff
measure for sequences with the uniform concentration property (see [DMMS92,MS95], also [Dav05]
§35):
Let 0 ă ǫ ă 1{2 and suppose x P EzpYBMjq. Fix k so that x P Mk and let TxMk Ă R
n denote the
affine m-plane through x tangent to Mk at x. There exists rpxq ă distpx,YBMjq{2 small enough so
that within Bpx, 2rpxqq, the manifold Mk is a graph of some function g over Bpx, 2rpxqq X TxMk,
and such that Mk XBpx, 2rpxqq is contained in the tangent cone
4 of Mk of aperture ǫ about x. Let
π : Rn Ñ Rn denote orthogonal projection onto TxMk. If 0 ă r ď rpxq, then for i large enough, the
set πpψipMkq XBpx, rqq contains Bpx, p1 ´ ǫqrq X TxMk: if not, let
ρ : TxMkztpu Ñ BBpx, rq X TxMk
denote the radial projection away from a point p of
pBpx, p1 ´ ǫqrq X TxMkqzπpψipMkq XBpx, rqq.
For i large enough, the map f ” ρ ˝ π ˝ ψi is defined on the neighborhood K of x in Mk given
by the graph of g over Bpx, 3{2rq X TxMk, yet restricts to a degree 1 map f tBK : BK » S
m´1 Ñ
BBpx, rq X TxMk » S
m´1, a contradiction.
Therefore, HmpψipEq X Bpx, rqq ě H
mpBpx, p1 ´ ǫqrq X TxMkq “ p1 ´ ǫq
mrmαmr
m, where αm
denotes the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the unit ball in Rm, and lower-semicontinuity
holds by Theorem 10.14 [MS95] (or Theorem 35.4 [Dav05],) a contradiction. 
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